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1 GLOSARY
 FCD-IP: E1/T1 or Fractional E1/T1 Access Unit with Integrated Router
 I/L: Interlocking
 ISR: Israel Railways
 PCM: Point Condition Monitoring
 SDH: Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
 SNMP protocol: Simple Network Management Protocol
 SMTP: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
 SYSLOG: protocol for file exchange.
 SFTP: Simple File Transfer Protocol
 TFTP: Trivial file transfer Protocol
 FTP: File Transfer Protocol

2 GENERAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
2.1

INTRODUCTION

This document describes the minimum and essential technical features and functions that must be
fulfilled by the Point Condition Monitoring system (“PCM” system) for the Israel Railways.
The current Israel’s Network length is approx. 1000 km with both electronic and relay interlocking
(depending on the station), although some new lines are under construction or improvement. INDUSI is
the ATP system equipped in about ISR’s vehicles.
The Israel’s Network is being actualized to cope with new necessities such as transport communication
between strategic areas, increasing the capacity of existing lines, safety relevant issues, energy, or life
cycle coming to an end in some subsystems.
The Israel’s Network is been enlarged with new lines under construction and there are other lines that are
planned to connect economic relevant areas. ISR is also working on increasing frequency of trains in some
lines in order to improve the Network’s efficiency.
Due to these efforts ISR has detected the necessity of improving its maintenance system with additional
functionalities related to monitoring of point machines.

2.2

GENERAL OVERVIEW AND SCOPE OF THE WORKS

The Purpose of the PCM system is to monitor in real time the state of the point machines of the ISR
network in order to foresee, and detect failures. The system shall provide information on the condition of
the point machines.
The main objective of the monitoring system, therefore, is to prevent breakdowns, foresee effective
correction of faults and maintenance streamlining.
This project includes the deployment of the monitoring system. This deployment is foreseen to be carried
out in two stages: a pilot stage (installation of monitoring system in one test station) and an implantation
stage (rest of the stations).
Data collection from the switching point motor should be done non-invasively from the safety viewpoint,
i.e. without direct connection to the motor cables.
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All the communication between ISR and the supplier shall be done in HEBREW and/or ENGLISH.
2.2.1

MAIN REQUIREMENTS:
 Easy to install i.e. installation may be done without reconfiguring and/or reconnecting other
elements in the control room.
 Capability to install all elements inside the spare space in the signaling control room.
 Safe communications:
o Ability to work under internal communication net e.g. intranet.
o Data transfer in the LAN without any link to the WWW.
o Safe external connection to the system can be established only by request and only after
internal ISR approval.
 The different elements of the system: sensors, hardware, software, etc. shall be proven
technology. It means that they must have been tested and installed successfully in a railway
environment of similar characteristics.

The PCM system through an integrated hardware and software shall collect the required information
from the point machine, analyze it and detect any failure or unusual activity. It shall be working 24 hours a
day providing essential information for proper maintenance (functionality predictions).
The different data acquired and processed shall be available to be checked remotely from the control
centers of ISR through a visual interface HMI: 3 parallel centers with 2 servers and 3 control HMI.
The point machine installed in ISR network are L700H and L826H, so the supplier have to assure that the
system can work over them.
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2.2.2

GENERAL FEATURES

2.2.2.1

PCM system

2.2.2.2

Communications system

A schematic of the elements required for the communication are shown in the next figure:
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The PCM system will use the existing SDH equipment to create a ring containing all the station as well as
the Control Center. So, in addition to proportionate all the elements required for the PCM system it will
be required to have elements that can have IP interface with the PCM system and E1 interface 120Ω with
the SDH equipment in the stations.

2.3

MAIN OBJECTIVES OF THE PCM SYSTEM


Non Invasive. Data collection from the point machine must be done without interference in the
performance of the element and in a non-intrusively way from the safety viewpoint, without
physical connection to the point wires, (by electromagnetic field detection).



Adaptability. The system must allow its usage for different types of point machines by software
customization.



Railway Electrification immunity for the PCM system



Easy to install, dismantle and displacement.



Flexible and open architecture
The items covered by this contract, both hardware and software must be supplied with the ability
to exchange information (sent and received) concerning software and open standard
communication protocols with other systems from other manufacturers.
Suppliers shall assure that their system can be integrated with other system supplier, and provide
the required documentation to this effect.



Scalable and modular.
The system must be capable of easily adding new elements to be monitored. It is especially
important, taking into account the gradual deployment of the system according to this
specification.
It implies the possibility of growth at hardware and software level.



2.4
2.4.1

System Customization.
All software must be customizable by the client so that they can configure and customize the
pattern parameters, the information to be monitored, the alarms to be shown, etc.

MINIMUM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PCM SYSTEM
DATA ACQUISITION

The system shall use non-invasive elements for the data acquisition. It means the use of transducers,
sensors or any other equipment without direct connection to the motor cables.
The installation of the transducers should be done without detaching the point machnine wires in the
control room.
The acquisition elements (hardware) must be installed inside the signaling rooms.
All the equipment must be installed internally.
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The objective of the data acquisition is to check the behavior of the point machine, by means of its
electric characteristics.
This objective can be achieved by different ways:
-

Current transducers or sensors
Voltage transducers or sensors
Power transducers or sensors
Etc.

The main elements to be measured are current, voltage and timing, in order to obtain the machine
performance and, among other things, also set the power of the point machine (active, reactive,
apparent).
Considering that the point machine’s performance may change according to weather conditions, it will be
desirable that temperature parameters may be collected and taken into account.
2.4.2

DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

The data gathered through the acquisition sensors or transducers shall be analyzed, in order to check the
point machine’s performance. Abnormal performances shall be detected.
Once the data is collected, it is sent to a processor element. This processing may be done either
centralized (in the main server of the system located at the infrastructure control center) or decentralized
(in each signaling room). The system will do a processing of the data: motor current, voltage, power, etc.
The curve of the motor power (or the current curve) is displayed every time the point machine runs. Thus,
through the data collected, the system can obtain the curve of the point machine. When the curve from
PCM system is compared with the motor nominal curve (ideal situation), the differences between both of
them will be analyzed and, in case of a substantial predefined difference, an alarm signal is generated.
In the operating point machine curve, it is possible to define different stages which have different
characteristics that shall be used to monitor the behavior of the element performance.
The PCM system should set stages and analyses the differences between the nominal curve and the
acquired curves. From the analysis of these differences, according to the stage in which they appear, the
system shall provide information such as: normal operation, errors, alarms, abnormal activities, etc.
The stage where an unusual result of the curve happens may lead to very different failures and
maintenance actions.
The assessment of this stages’ timing, compared to the pattern timing, may be one of the essential
elements of the data analysis, in order to foresee abnormal behaviors.
Any variation from the normal or pattern profile nominal (curve) can indicate some problems: mechanical
wear, rust, lack of lubrications, point misalignment, electric malfunctioning, etc. An early warning of a
machine failure using the PCM system may be very effective for preventive maintenance activities.
The system shall allow maintenance staff to parameterize the system, that is, to adjust the alarm level,
change the reference curves, etc. For example the reference curve shall be selectable by the user
(administrator).
In case of decentralized processing, data information shall also be sent to the PCM’s central processing
server, located in the infrastructure control center. All servers of the system shall be placed in Israel.
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It will be evaluated as an improvement if the system would be able to detect false alarms, e.g. the system
detects abnormal electrical variations that do not caused from mechanical problem in the point machine.
Data should be saved during a period of at least 1 month.
2.4.3

VISUALIZATION APPLICATIONS

The system shall include a graphical interface with detailed information of the point machines. It shall be
designed in modular, an intuitive and friendly user way.
2.4.3.1

User’s Profiles

At least these different users’ profile shall be included in the proposal:
 Administrator user. This profile is enabled to check the state of all field information from the
point machine. He can change the system configuration (customizing the curves, parameters,
etc.). The administrator profile is responsible for registering the normal user profiles and
assigning them to different areas. He is also enabled to upgrade or degrade the user’s profiles.
 Normal user. Operator can check and monitor the equipment he has assigned.
 Reduced user profile: Within this profile only alarms will be displayed.
2.4.3.2

General characteristics

The application shall include the following features:













Once in the general menu (after logging in the system) a list of all areas for which the user has
permission is shown. Besides, in case of any active alarm, a warning tab will be available showing
the list of the current relevant alarms.
After an area has been selected, a list of stations containing point machines is shown.
Once selected a signaling room, the point machines are listed with the relevant information.
If the point machine caused an alarm, a color code shall identify it, dedicated color for each
failure categorized by severity.
Once the user has selected one point machine, a record with the historical movements shall be
displayed, showing, at least, time, date, and information on the result of the last movements
during the saving data period.
Visual information (curves, accumulative curves, evolution over the time, etc.) shall be available
by selecting the movement in the table.
Option menu or tab to customize the data used for analysis shall be available (although it will be
only enabled for administrator profile).
Information must be stored in the servers at least 1 year.
All the menus and data in the application have to be modular and customizable by the
administrator for future changes.
All the system has to be modular i.e. adding/changing detected point machines to any control
room, adding/changing stations to be monitored and adding/changing maintenance centers.

Alarms:
The bidder shall include in its offer a list of proposed alarms according to the functionalities of his
software analysis. A categorization in groups of the alarms, according to their importance and
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severity, will also be required. Nevertheless all of them must be customizable, according to the
criteria established after the pilot stage (see section 2: Implantation Plan for PCM)
As number of movement for each point machine is also relevant system information, it will be
evaluated if the system can set maintenance alarms once a point machine performs a maximum
movement threshold has reached. For example, set an alarm when point machines carry out 1.000
movements.
The visualization application will be available with particularities in the following scenarios:
1. Central in Control Center
There will be 2 posts in Lod and 1 post in Haifa for maintenance purposes, where all the system
information shall be available.
Hardware and software required for the posts (workstation) in the control centers shall also be
included in the bidders proposals.
2. Web application intranet
Access to the information shall be done through ISR intranet only.
 Alarms
Email to predefined addresses should be send with any alarm occurrence.
SMS with the high level alarms shall be sent to predefined numbers.
Remark: Enriched visual interface is preferable as long as it holds the modularity and
customizability of the system

2.5

COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE

PCMS system elements will be based on IP architecture with one server in the maintenance control
center. This server will be communicated with the local Data processing elements to collect all the
necessary data. Also the clients’ posts will be connected with this server
Although the PCM system will be based on IP, the interface with the existing equipment should be E1s
(2Mbps-120Ω). So, ISR will provide with E1 links between the signaling rooms where the PCM system is
present and the control center in order to create ring architecture.
Supply, installation and connection of E1 cabling connections within the control rooms, the server and the
client area. i.e. E1 connection from the PCM system to the communication room will be under the
contractor responsibility.
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FCD-IP
Switch

FCD-IP

FCD-IP

FCD-IP

FCD-IP

FCD-IP

The offer must include the necessary equipment to implement the IP solution as well as to have the E1
interfaces. This can be done only with one equipment that provides all these functionalities in the same
system (i.e. a switch with 2 E1 uplink capabilities that will be “operated “in Ring plus Shared LAN
configuration) and with the switch, FCD-IP, that is produced by Rad. These FCD-IP elements are not
included in the tender. They will be acquired and maintained by ISR. Bidder must assure that his system
can integrate the proposed FCD-IP switches and carry out the installation of the system with the FCD-IP
included.
As was shown in the section 2.2.2.2, the Fiber Optic Cables and the SDH equipment are already present in
the station and there is no need to include new ones in this system. PCM System will have to coordinate
with ISR to create the E1 link in the SDH network so the ring between the station and the control center
can be created.
There will be 2 servers, one in each maintenance center. One will be active and the other one will be cold
standby. Databases must be synchronized twice a week to avoid potential data loss.
The following requirements have to be taken into account by the contractors:
In addition to the protocol required by the PCM system itself each server must support:
 SNMP protocol.
 SMTP protocol for sending emails.
 SYSLOG protocol for file exchange.
 SFTP, TFTP, FTP protocols.
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Each server or computer should be equipped with 2 network cards.

1. The PCM network will be established in a dedicated segment i.e. V-LAN and will be connected to
the WWW through a dedicated socket in ISR firewall.

2.6

STANDARDS

In other to fulfill all the requirements in this document the proposal must comply at least with the
following international standards:
EN 50121-1:2006

Railway applications – Electromagnetic compatibility -Part1 : General

EN 50121-4:2006

Railway applications – Electromagnetic compatibility - Part 4: Emission and
immunity of signaling and telecommunication apparatus

IEEE 802.1Q

Virtual LANs

IEEE 802.1X

Port Based Network Access Control

IEEE 802.3

Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Access
Method and Physical Layer Specifications

3 IMPLAMTATION PLAN FOR THE PCM IN ISR NETWORK
3.1

PILOT STAGE

A pilot test installation will be carried out as first stage of the Project.
This pilot will be used to check the selected solution and to validate the installation, performance,
perform all the necessary adjustments, parameters, etc. This stage is specially to test if the results are as
expected. If the results of the pilot tests are not satisfactory, the Client will have the capability to
terminate the contract with the current system supplier.
This pilot will include the installation of the PCM system in one station (with up to 10 point machines to
be monitored) i.e. all the PCM equipment in the control room, the server, the MMI, and all the needed E1
connections.

3.2

STATION’S INSTALLATION STAGE.

Once the pilot stage has been successfully finished, a gradual deployment of the system shall be carried
out for the rest of the stations under the scope of the project.

4 MAINTENANCE AND WARRANTY CONDITIONS
ISR will maintain the system; however the supplier shall fulfill the following points in the present tender:
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 The Supplier shall provide spare parts for 02 years. Therefore in the offer a detailed list with the
spare parts and its quantification shall be included.
 The supplier shall provide 5 years warranty for the system hardware and software.
 Warranty starts at each station commission.
 MTBF for each individual equipment must be at least 70.000 hours. In case some components are
below this number they must be duplicated so the MTFB of the combination is above this
requirement.
 The Supplier shall provide manual instructions for the installation, maintenance and
troubleshooting of the system.
o 5 soft copies in English and in Hebrew.
o 5 hard copies in English and in Hebrew.
 The supplier shall provide testing and measurement equipment for the system if required.
 The Supplier shall provide system warranty in case of upgrading the system hardware and/or
software.
 In case of upgrading the software version, the system shall be upgraded by the contractor in
order to provide ISR the appropriate maintenance for the system. If this upgrade is mandatory
in order to keep the maintenance service than it must be included within this contract.
 ISR will be responsible for the maintenance of the system hardware.
 If ISR needs new hardware spare parts, the Supplier will have to provide them; prices for these
extra spare parts shall be included in the proposal as well as the process to update them along
time, except for the FCD-IP.
 The supplier shall provide spare parts list of all the system equipment parts
 The supplier will be responsible for the software maintenance.
 The Supplier shall provide remote system diagnostics to the PCM system (by request and
authorization of ISR).
If the remote system diagnostic fails, the supplier will have (maximum) one week to fix it.

5 TRAINING
Not only shall the supplier provide maintenance documentation but also they shall train the ISR
maintenance team in the different activities and tasks.
What is more, as above-mentioned, a complete training for the level of customer technician will be
provided, in order for the client to be capable of maintaining, customizing, configuring and parameterizing
the system system’s functionality.
The training shall include the whole system from the installation, maintaining and operation point of view,
this training is for up to 15 ISR technicians by minimum 2 trainers. The training shall take place in ISR.
Initial training for the pilot stage shall cover the system operation only, this training is for up to 5 ISR
technicians.

5.1

PLANNING

The offer must include a detailed planning and work flow.
The schedule shall include the different stages of the project:
-

Pilot Stage: 6 months
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-

Stations’ Installation Stage: 6 months.

6 SECURITY COMMUNICATIONS
The PCM network will be established in a dedicated segment i.e. V-LAN and will be connected to the
WWW through a dedicated socket in ISR firewall.
Remote system support will be carried out by remote control software e.g. pc- anywhere. The
connection will be carried out through Israel railways supplier's portal by SSL-VPN, while login password
will be received from ISR prior to connection establishment.
The final configuration shall be approved by the security department in ISR prior to any connection to the
internet.
The following figure demonstrates the basic connectivity of all the parts of the system.

ISR

Control Room station 1
(detail)
Control Room
Station 2

Control Room
Station n

Web Server

SMS Server Exchange Server

Local
Data Logger
Transducer
FCP-IP

FCP-IP
FCP-IP

Firewall

E1
SDH Network

FCP-IP

Point
Machine

FCP-IP

FCP-IP

PCM Client

PCM Server
PCM Server

Pilot Performance Analysis
1.Station Control Room Tests
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-

-

Test that installation doesn’t disturb existing equipment and can be done without effecting
existing equipment. This includes not effecting electrical cables, field cables and no need for
connecting disconnecting any existing cable.
No requirement for any extra space in the room and that there is enough space in the room for
any equipment as well as any future foreseeable equipment that this pilot will require if used on
more switches. Analysis that the same case will occur in other stations.

2. Network Tests
-

-

-

Integration with existing ISR network.
o Check that the system works properly within ISR network
Alarms can be received in control center, according the procedure of "create system failures"
detailed here after.
o Check that alarms created by the probes can be received in the central server through ISR
network.
External access is not possible until firewall is open.
o Try to access the system externally with and without the firewall open (if ISR allows the
external access). System must be unable to be accessible from the exterior with the
firewall closed.
Test remote diagnosis: At ISR quest the supplier must show that is capable of doing a remote
diagnosis of the system and generates a status report that shows if it is working properly, both
the central system and the probes.

3. System Tests
-

Operating curves can be read in the system and recognize normal operating status: i.e. no false
alarms when PCM are working properly. Two alternatives depending on whether the switch is
installed in a utilized line or in a unutilized line.
This system must be tested for normal alarms and false alarms:
o Normal alarms: This system must predict the failure of an engine switch before it
happens. Therefore during test an engine must not fail without this system giving an
alarm prior to the failure that gives maintenance time to go there and repair or replace
the damage components. Any failure to do so must be clearly explained by the
manufacturer as well as corrective measures presented to avoid the same failure-topredict happening again.
o False Alarms: if the system is installed in an unused switched it should be left out without
maintenance even after the system predict its failure. Check that the failure effectively
happens after the system predicts it.
In case the switch is placed in a live switch (with actual traffic) it will not be left without
maintenance and the procedure to check if the engine was about to fail must be done
with a report from the maintenance staff that should show possible causes for an
imminent failure.
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-

Create systems failures to analyze response - (Robustness, stability, safety)
o PCM monitoring failures can be caused without affecting other systems (cable
disconnections, power failure, etc…). Test also that PCM recovers from failure.
Actively create failures in the PCM monitoring failures (not the actual switches). This
failures shall be (at least):
 Power disconnection from central server and reconnection afterwards.
 Power disconnection from probes and reconnection afterwards
 Power disconnection of communication elements and reconnection afterwards.
 Cable disconnection from the probe and reconnected afterwards..
 Central power fails in the control room and recovers later on.
During each of these failures the system must report a failure and must be able to recover by
itself after reconnection. Exceptionally manually intervention (activate the element in the
manager, reboot the server) may be allowed but only if it’s accepted by ISR and in any case this
manual intervention must be documented and described in manuals.
ISR will check that during these tests no other ISR system report any failure, specially signaling
interlocking systems and communication system.
o PCM failures may only be caused if the pilot is installed in some unused switch in order to
not affect safety or causing delays in normal station operation. In this case, if allowed by
ISR, the system can be tested by purposely damaging the PCM. This damage can be
done by actively damaging the switches (with sand, for instance) or by reducing the
properly maintenance. Under this circumstances it can be analyzed the effectiveness of
this system and its capacity to predict failures that can trigger maintenance operations
before the damage could cause train operations to be stopped .
In order to test the switches will be actively damaged, by avoiding maintenance and
adding elements that may cause the engine to fail, like adding sand. PCM monitoring
must be able to predict the failure of the engine, which will not be repaired until it
effectively fails. Time between prediction and the actual failure must be enough to repair
a failure. This test will be repeated as many times as possible during the duration of the
tests (which will depend on the actual number of switch failures)

4. Company performance Tests
-

Ability to fulfill the planning of works. Justification for any possible delay and assurances that the
complete schedule could be accomplished for the whole project, not just the pilot.
Provide proper documentation like manual or instructions as requested.
Since the company will be responsible for software maintenance it has to show that it is actually
capable of doing so. This includes having proper material as well as personals available: be either
directly of the company, subcontracted locally or can be done remotely if authorized by ISR. It
must provide documented guarantee that they can provide remote operation of the system,
including number of technical specialist that can make this maintenance. In case remote
maintenance is not allowed by ISR they must show contracts with local company or show
compromise of traveling to Israel in less than the amount of time required for maintenance (48
hours for critical failures that disables this system , 1 week for non-critical failures)
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